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1 Introduction
To begin, we consider a motivating question.
“Given a stratified map f : Y → X, how are the path components of f−1(x) organized?”
Informally speaking, a map is stratified if it is proper and there is a partition S of X into
manifolds so that over each manifold S ∈ S the map f−1(S)→ S is a fiber bundle.
One perspective on this question uses the open sets of X to define a functor F : Open(X)→
Set that assigns to each open U the set pi0(f
−1(U)) of path components. This functor
satisfies a gluing axiom reminiscent of the usual van Kampen theorem, which makes it the
prototypical example of a cosheaf of sets. The assumption that f is stratified endows F with
a strong property called constructibility.
Robert MacPherson observed that paths in X can be used to organize pi0(f
−1(x)). A path
from x to x ′ lying entirely in a single stratum S ∈ S induces an isomorphism pi0(f−1(x)) →
pi0(f
−1(x ′)). Suppose x ′ lies in a stratum on the frontier of S. MacPherson noticed that a
path from x to x ′ that leaves one stratum only by entering into a lower-dimensional stratum
defines a map pi0(f
−1(x))→ pi0(f−1(x ′)). Such paths are called entrance paths and this map
between components is invariant under certain homotopic perturbations. One then thinks of
this data as a functor F : Ent(X, S)→ Set from the entrance path category Ent(X, S) whose
objects are points of X and whose morphisms are certain homotopy classes of entrance paths.
One of the results of this paper is a proof that these two perspectives are equivalent.
This equivalence is a consequence of a more general result, which we call the Classification
Theorem for Constructible Cosheaves (Theorem 6.1). The purpose of this paper is to provide
a concise and self-contained proof of this theorem. This requires two novel definitions:
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• A constructible cosheaf over a stratified space (X, S) is usually defined as a functor
F : Open(X)→ Ω that satisfies a gluing axiom and that restricts to a locally constant
cosheaf over each stratum. Our version of the constructibility condition (Definition 3.8)
simply asks that for certain pairs of open sets U ⊆ V , the associated map F(U)→ F(V)
is an isomorphism. Our definition of a constructible cosheaf implies the usual definition.
• As originally described by MacPherson, two entrance paths should be regarded as
equivalent if they are related by a homotopy through entrance paths. Following an
idea of Treumann [15], we declare two entrance paths to be equivalent if they are
related by a finite number of elementary operations (Definition 4.5), which shortcuts
an entrance path by skipping past at most one stratum. This definition is necessary
for proving our van Kampen theorem (Theorem 5.2) for the entrance path category.
This is in turn necessary for proving the cosheaf axiom in Theorems 6.1 and 8.9.
In addition to our main theorem (Theorem 6.1), we also define (Definition 7.1) and
classify stratified coverings (Theorem 7.6). We prove that when a stratified space is refined
into cells (Definition 8.3), the entrance path category can be understood combinatorially in
terms of incidence relations between cells (Theorem 8.9 and Corollary 8.10). This simplifies
the study of constructible cosheaves considerably.
We now review prior related work. Kashiwara classified sheaves that are constructible
with respect to a triangulation in his work on the Riemann-Hilbert Correspondence [8].
Shepard’s thesis [13] has a similar result to Kashiwara’s, but in the setting of cell complexes.
Treumann explored a 2-categorical analog of our theorem in his thesis [15]. Woolf [17] clas-
sified constructible sheaves and cosheaves valued in Set in terms of functors from the fun-
damental category of a homotopically stratified space with locally 0 and 1-connected strata.
His equivalence uses an intermediary equivalence with branched covers, which prevents that
proof technique from generalizing to cosheaves valued in categories other than Set. Curry’s
thesis [3] provides a classification result for constructible (co)sheaves of finite-dimensional
vector spaces over spaces belonging to a geometric-analytic category. Curry and Lipsky de-
veloped an algorithmic proof of the Van Kampen theorem in the setting of homotopies with
compatible smooth triangulations, but this proof spans over five pages [3, §11.2.2]. Finally,
we note that Lurie [10] and Ayala/Francis/Tanaka [1] provide similar equivalences in the∞-category setting, but it is unclear if their results can be used to deduce our own. Re-
gardless, our definitions of the involved structures are unique and our treatment should be
understandable by anyone with a basic knowledge of point-set topology and category theory.
2 Stratified Spaces
The core philosophy of stratification theory is to develop a good theory of spaces that are
built using manifold pieces. However, making precise how a space is “built out of manifolds”
requires considerable work and there is no unique way of doing so. For example, we note
that in [12, Rmk. 4.1.9] Schu¨rmann reviews 14 different notions of a stratified space, many
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of which overlap or imply the other. Generally speaking, spaces defined using polynomial
inequalities are considered to be stratified spaces, whereas the Cantor set is not.
We have chosen to work with the class of locally cone-like stratified spaces introduced by
Siebenmann [14], which are also called CS sets, although our presentation of his definition
is slightly different. The starting point for this definition, like so many other definitions of a
stratified space, is the notion of a filtration.
Definition 2.1 (Filtered Spaces and Homeomorphisms): An n-step filtration of a topo-
logical space X is a nested sequence of closed subspaces of the form
∅ = X−1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Xn = X.
A filtered space is a space equipped with an n-step filtration for some value of n. We will
often refer to Xi is the ith degree or step in a filtration of X. Additionally, we say the
formal dimension of a filtered space is sup {n | Xn \ Xn−1 6= ∅}.
If X and Y are two filtered spaces, then we say that a map f : X → Y is filtration-
preserving if f(Xi) ⊆ Yi for every i. Such a map is a filtration-preserving homeomor-
phism if it restricts to a homeomorphism in each degree.
Example 2.2: X = Rn has an n-step filtration where Xi = ∅ for all i < n and Xn = Rn.
For this filtration the formal dimension and the Hausdorff dimension of Rn agree. Unless
otherwise stated, this is the assumed filtration of Rn.
Definition 2.3 (Product of Filtered Spaces): If X has an n-step filtration and Y has an
m-step filtration, then the product filtration of X× Y is an (n+m)-step filtration where
(X× Y)k = ⋃i+j=k Xi × Yj.
The next ingredient in the definition of a locally cone-like stratified space (CS set) is,
unsurprisingly, the notion of a cone. The following definition of the cone is non-standard,
but we find that it offers certain advantages over the usual definition. The authors learned
of this definition from Lurie [10, §A.5].
Definition 2.4 (Cone): Given a topological space L, the cone on L is the topological space
C(L) =
(
L× R>0
) ∪ {?},
where U ⊆ C(L) is open if and only if U ∩ (L × R>0) is open. We further require that if
? ∈ U, then there is an  > 0 such that L× (0, ) ⊆ U.
As the reader is probably aware, the usual definition of the cone starts with L×R>0 and
then collapses the subspace L× {0} to a point. We discuss two advantages that Definition 2.4
offers in the following remarks.
Remark 2.5 (Cone of the Empty Set): Recall that the product of any space with the
empty space is empty. One of the advantages that Definition 2.4 offers is that the cone
is defined via a union with the one-point space {?}, so even when L = ∅, we have that
C(L) = {?}. In the usual definition described above, one has to introduce a special case that
specifies that the cone of the empty set is the one-point set.
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Remark 2.6 (Filtration of the Cone): Let L be a space with an n-step filtration. Now
consider R>0 with the 1-step filtration, which is empty in degrees −1 and 0, but R>0 in
degree 1. The product filtration of L× R>0 is then simply (L× R>0)i+1 = Li × R>0. Since
L0 is promoted to degree one in L× R>0, we simply place the cone point {?} in degree zero,
which yields the (n+ 1)-step filtration of C(L) where
C(L)0 = {?} and C(L)i+1 =
(
Li × R>0
) ∪ {?}.
We now have all the ingredients necessary for defining a locally cone-like stratified space,
in the sense of Siebenmann [14].
Definition 2.7 (Locally Cone-Like Stratified Spaces): A locally cone-like stratified
space or CS set is a paracompact Hausdorff space X equipped with an n-step filtration
∅ = X−1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Xn = X
where for each integer d > 0 and each point x ∈ Xd−Xd−1 there exists a distinguished open
set Ux ⊆ X containing x, a compact filtered space Lx of formal dimension (n − d − 1), and
a filtration-preserving homeomorphism
hx : Rd × C(Lx)→ Ux
taking (0, ?) to x. We call the space Lx the link about x and the open set Ux a basic open.
A connected component of Xd − Xd−1 for any d > 0 is called a stratum. We will denote
the set of all strata by S and will refer to X along with its stratification using the pair (X, S).
When there is no risk of confusion, we will call a CS set simply a stratified space.
Remark 2.8: The class of CS sets includes the class of topological stratified spaces,
as introduced by Goresky and MacPherson [7]. Indeed, following the presentation of Fried-
man [5, Def. 2.3.10], topological stratified spaces can be viewed as recursive CS sets, because
the link Lx is assumed to be a CS set as well.
Example 2.9 (A Non-Example): Since the link of a point in a CS set is not assumed to
be a CS set, one may wonder what happens when we let the link of a point be something
pathological, like the Cantor set. Let L be the Cantor set, filtered as L−1 = ∅ and L0 = L.
Let X be the cone on the Cantor set X = C(L). At the cone point ?, X has the locally
cone-like neighborhood required by Definition 2.7, but at any point x 6= ?, the condition
fails because arbitrarily small neighborhoods cannot separate each of the lines connecting
the cone point to points in the Cantor set.
Remark 2.10 (Basic Opens): We call the distinguished open sets Ux described in Defini-
tion 2.7 basic opens because they form a basis for the topology on X. To verify this, note that
for every r > 0, we can restrict the homeomorphism hx : Rd × C(Lx)→ Ux to those points
(v, `, t) ∈ Rd × C(Lx) with ||v||2 + t2 < r2 to obtain another distinguished open Ux(r) ⊂ X
for every r > 0. This implies that the collection of distinguished opens, written Basic(X, S),
forms a basis for the topology on X. Note that we are using the fact that points in the cone
on the link C(Lx) are equivalently indexed by points (`, t) ∈ Lx × R>0.
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Definition 2.11: Given a basic open Ux ∈ Basic(X, S), its associated stratum is the
stratum S containing x. We note that S ∈ S is the unique lowest dimensional stratum
intersecting Ux. We also call Ux an S-basic open when it is convenient to do so. We
denote the collection of S-basic opens by Basic(X,S). Clearly
Basic(X, S) =
⋃
S∈S
Basic(X,S).
We now note how a basic open Ux can also be regarded as a basic open for all nearby
points in the same associated stratum. This is sometimes referred to as local triviality of a
stratification.
Remark 2.12: Given a statum S ⊆ Xd − Xd−1, a point x ∈ S and a basic open Ux about
x, we can regard Ux as a basic open neighborhood of every point x
′ ∈ S∩Ux ∼= Rd. Indeed,
for each such x ′ the filtration-preserving homeomorphism hx : Rd × C(Lx) → Ux carries
some point (v ′, ?) ∈ Rd × C(Lx) to x ′. By pre-composing hx with the map Av ′ × id where
Av ′(v) = v+ v
′, one obtains a filtration-preserving homeomorphism hx ′ sending (0, ?) to x ′,
thereby making Ux a basic open for x
′. Consequently, we can drop the subscript and write
U ∈ Basic(X, S) when it is convenient.
One of the implications of Definition 2.7 is that a basic open restricts to a coordinate
chart for its associated stratum.
Remark 2.13 (Manifold Strata): We say that a component of Xd−Xd−1 is a d-dimensional
stratum because it is, in fact, a d-dimensional manifold. To see this, consider a point
x ∈ Xd − Xd−1 and a basic open Ux containing x. The filtration of
Rd × C(Lx) =
(
Rd × Lx × R>0
) ∪ (Rd × {?}),
combined with the assumption that hx is a filtered homeomorphism implies that that we
have a homeomorphism
Rd × {?}→ Ux ∩ Xd.
Remark 2.14 (Poset of Strata): One of the consequences of the definition of a CS set
(X, S) is that the set of strata S satisfies the axiom of the frontier [5, Lem. 2.3.7]. The axiom
of the frontier says that if S and S ′ are two strata and if S ∩ S ′ 6= ∅, then S ⊆ S ′. This
allows us to define a partial order on S where S 6 S ′ if and only if S is contained in the
closure of S ′.
We conclude this section by noting how the collection of stratified spaces form a category.
Definition 2.15: A stratum-preserving map f : (Y, T ) → (X, S) is a continuous map
f : Y → X such that for every T ∈ T , there exists an S ∈ S where f(T) ⊆ S.
Example 2.16: Note that any open subset U ⊆ X of a CS set is also a CS set. If
we write (U, SU) for the the restriction of (X, S) to U, then we have that the inclusion
ι : (U, SU)→ (X, S) is a stratum preserving map.
Definition 2.17: Let Strat be the category of CS sets and stratum-preserving maps.
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3 Constructible Cosheaves
In this section, we introduce the notion of a cosheaf and a constructible cosheaf. The defi-
nition of a cosheaf by open sets only requires the structure of a topological space, whereas
a constructible cosheaf requires the additional structure of a stratification. Both of these
notions dualize to the setting of sheaves and constructible sheaves. It should be noted that
the definition of a constructible cosheaf is not a simple dualization of the definition of a
constructible sheaf that one might find in [9], for example. The key difference is that we use
the collection of basic (cone-like) open sets associated to a CS set in an essential way. This
requires that we also consider a different notion of cover, as we explain below.
Definition 3.1: A pre-cosheaf F assigns to each open set U of a topological space X
an object F(U) in some target category Ω. Moreover, whenever we have a pair of open
sets U ⊆ V a pre-cosheaf assigns a morphism F(U ⊆ V) : F(U) → F(V) between the
corresponding objects. Said succinctly, a pre-cosheaf is a functor F : Open(X) → Ω, where
Open(X) denotes the poset of all open sets, partially ordered by inclusion.
Definition 3.2: Let x be a point of a topological space X and let F be a pre-cosheaf. The
costalk at x of F is the limit of F restricted to those open sets U containing x. For any open
set U containing x, we let F(x ∈ U) : F(x)→ F(U) denote the canonical morphism given by
the definition of a limit.
In order to make sure that costalks are well defined, we assume that Ω is a complete
category. Since the cosheaf axiom, described below, uses colimits indexed by a cover, we
henceforth assume that Ω has all small limits and colimits, i.e. we assume that Ω is a
bi-complete category.
Definition 3.3: A cover of an open set U ⊆ X is a collection of open sets U ⊆ Open(X)
so that the union ∪Ui∈UUi = U. A complete cover of an open set U is a cover U of U with
the property that whenever Ui,Uj ∈ U, there exists a subcollection Uij ⊆ U that covers
Ui ∩Uj.
Example 3.4 (Complete Covers and Bases): Complete covers provide a good notion of a
cover when using a basis B of a topological space X. If U ∈ Open(X) is an open set and
BU is the collection of basic opens inside of U, then BU defines a complete cover of U. In
particular, for a CS set X the collection of all cone-like basic opens Basic(X, S) is a complete
cover of X.
Remark 3.5 (Categorical Remark): Any cover U = {Ui} can be viewed as a poset where
U 6 U ′ whenever U ⊆ U ′. The inclusion of U ⊆ Open(X) then defines a map of posets,
which is equivalent to saying that the map defines a functor between these two categories.
To say that U covers U is to say that the colimit of U, viewed as a diagram in Open(X), is
U.
We now introduce our definition of a cosheaf.
Definition 3.6: Let X be a topological space and let F : Open(X) → Ω be a pre-cosheaf.
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Given a cover U we use the notation F|U to refer to the restriction of F to those open sets
that are in U. We say that F is a cosheaf if for every open set U and every complete cover
U of U, the universal morphism from the colimit
colim F|U → F(U)
is an isomorphism.
Remark 3.7 (Different Cosheaf Axioms): Traditionally, the sheaf or cosheaf axiom is
phrased using Cˇech covers instead of complete covers. A Cˇech cover of an open set U is a
cover U of U with the property that whenever two cover elements U1,U2 ∈ U have a non-
empty intersection, then U1 ∩ U2 is also in U. Note that every Cˇech cover is automatically
a complete cover so our notion of a cosheaf includes the traditional definition of a cosheaf.
We now introduce the fundamental definition of this section.
Definition 3.8: Let (X, S) be a CS set. A cosheaf F : Open(X)→ Ω is S-constructible if
for each stratum S ∈ S and every pair of S-basic opens U ⊆ V the morphism
F(U)→ F(V) is an isomorphism.
A morphism φ : F → G between two S -constructible cosheaves is simply a natural trans-
formation of functors. Let CshΩ(X, S) denote the category whose objects are S -constructible
cosheaves valued in Ω and whose morphisms are natural transformations.
We now mention a particularly important special class of constructible cosheaves, where
the assigned objects do not vary among strata.
Definition 3.9: Let (X, S) be a CS set and let F : Open(X) → Ω be a cosheaf. We say
that F is locally constant if
for every pair of basic opens U ⊆ V , regardless of their associated strata, the
morphism F(U)→ F(V) is an isomorphism.
The category of locally constant cosheaves LocΩ(X, S) is a full subcategory of CshΩ(X, S).
Remark 3.10: As observed in Remark 2.13, every basic open restricts to a basic open on
each stratum. Thus our definition implies that a constructible cosheaf restricts to a locally
constant cosheaf over each stratum because every basic open is automatically associated to
a single stratum.
We conclude this section with a few remarks.
Remark 3.11: A morphism φ : F → G of S -constructible cosheaves is locally constant
over each stratum. This is because for every S ∈ S and any pair of S-basic opens U ⊆ V the
following diagram commutes:
F(U)
F(U⊆V)
∼=
//
φ(U)

F(V)
φ(V)

G(U)
G(U⊆V)
∼= // G(V)
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4 The Entrance Path Category
The fundamental groupoid of a space is a category whose objects are points of the space and
whose morphisms are homotopy classes of paths. In this section, we introduce the entrance
path category of a stratified space which is similar to the fundamental groupoid with the
exception that paths have to be directed in a precise sense: a path can leave one stratum
only by entering a lower-dimensional one. In the case that (X, S) has exactly one stratum for
each component of X, the entrance path category is the fundamental groupoid of the space.
We conclude this section by defining representations of the entrance path category, which
we ultimately prove are equivalent to constructible cosheaves.
Definition 4.1: Let I be the closed interval [0, 1]. An entrance path is a stratification
(I, T ) of the interval and a stratum preserving map α : (I, T ) → (X, S) such that the
dimension of the stratum containing α(t) is non-increasing with increasing t.
By compactness of I, any stratification (I, T ) has a finite number of 0-strata. It will be
convenient to write (I, T ) as
(
I, {0, . . . , 1}
)
where {0, . . . , 1} ⊂ T is the set of 0-strata. The
concatenation of α followed by β, where β(0) = α(1), is a new entrance path β ∗ α defined
as
β ∗ α(t) =
{
α(2t) for 0 6 t 6 1/2
β(2t− 1) for 1/2 6 t 6 1.
Definition 4.2: A reparametrization of an entrance path α is an entrance path α ◦ φ
where φ : I → I is a continuous map such that φ(0) = 0, φ(1) = 1, and t 6 s implies
φ(t) 6 φ(s). Note α ◦ φ is homotopic to α by φs(t) = (1 − s)φ(t) + st.
Definition 4.3: Let ∆ be the 2-simplex [v0v1v2] stratified by its vertices, edges, and face.
An elementary homotopy from an entrance path α :
(
I, {0, 1/2, 1}
)→ (X, S) to an entrance
path β :
(
I, {0, 1}
)→ (X, S), written α⇒ β, is a commutative diagram(
I, {0, 1/2, 1}
)
α˜
  
α

(
I, {0, 1}
)
β˜
  
β

∆
h

(X, S),
in Strat satisfying the following conditions:
• α˜ and β˜ are simplicial maps given by α˜
(
[0, 1/2]
)
= [v0v1], α˜
(
[1/2, 1]
)
= [v1v2], and
β˜
(
[0, 1]
)
= [v0v2]; and
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• there is a basic open neighborhood U ∈ Basic(X, S) of the point h(v2) = α(1) = β(1)
such that the image of h belongs to U.
If α ⇒ β, then α(0) = β(0) and α(1) = β(1). The entrance path α intersects at most
three strata in S and the entrance path β intersects at most two strata in S . We think of an
elementary homotopy α ⇒ β as a shortcutting operation. That is, β may skip one of the
strata α goes through.
Definition 4.4: We say two entrance paths α and β are elementarily related, written
α
 β, if there are reparametrizations α◦φα and β◦φβ and compositions α◦φα = α3∗α2∗α1
and β ◦ φβ = β3 ∗ β2 ∗ β1 such that α1 = β1, α2 ⇒ β2 or β2 ⇒ α2, and α3 = β3.
Figure 1: An equivalence of entrance paths is a finite number of elementary relations.
Definition 4.5: We say two entrance paths α and β are equivalent, written α ≈ β, if
there a finite number of elementary relations
α
 γ1 
 γ2 
 · · ·
 γn 
 β.
See Figure 1. Note ≈ is an equivalence relation on the set of all entrance paths.
Definition 4.6: The entrance path category Ent(X, S) has points x ∈ X as its objects
and equivalence classes of entrance paths as its morphisms.
Example 4.7: Suppose the real line R is stratified into n vertices x1 < · · · < xn and n+1
open intervals with e0 = (−∞, x1), ei = (xi, xi+1) for i = 1, · · · ,n − 1, and en = (xn,∞).
By picking a point yi ∈ ei for i = 0, · · · ,n we obtain a full subcategory Z of Ent(R, S),
which has 2n+ 1 objects and whose morphisms are as follows:
Z : y0 → x1 ← y1 → · · · ← yn−1 → xn ← yn.
We refer to Z as the zigzag category associated to Ent(R, S). Since the inclusion functor
Z→ Ent(R, S) is fully faithful and essentially surjective, we conclude that Z is equivalent to
Ent(R, S).
Example 4.8: Suppose the complex plane X = C is stratified into two strata S = C− {0}
and S ′ = {0}. Choose a point x ∈ S. Then the entrance path category Ent(X, S) is equivalent
to the finite subcategory C consisting of two objects x and 0, a morphism σ : x → x that
freely generates HomC(x, x) ∼= Z as a group, and a unique morphism α ∈ HomC(x, 0). In
particular, α ◦ σ = α.
9
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Figure 2: A cartoon sketch of the proof that y in Ent(Uy, SUy) is terminal.
The above example is an instance of a more general result, which we now introduce.
Proposition 4.9: Let (X, S) be a CS set. Let U be a basic open associated to a stratum
S ∈ S . Any point y ∈ U ∩ S is terminal in the category Ent(U, SU), i.e. there is only one
equivalence class of entrance paths from any point x ∈ U to y ∈ U ∩ S.
Proof. The strategy of the proof is to use several cone-like opens to shrink an entrance path
and replace it with an equivalent entrance path that is easily shown to be equivalent to an
entrance path that goes directly from x to y following radial lines in the cone-like open U.
Recall from Remark 2.12, we can regard U as a basic open about the point y. This means
that we have a filtration preserving homeomorphism
hy(v, `, t) : Rd × C(Ly)→ U where hy(0, `, 0) = y.
For an entrance path α : (I, T ) → U from x to y. Let (vx, `x, tx) be the coordinates for x
given by h−1y (x). We say the distance from x to y is the square root of r
2
x := ||vx||
2 + t2x.
For any distance r we let U(r) denote the set of points in U within distance r. Since α is
continuous and I is compact, we let rmax > 0 denote the max distance from any point on α
to y. We then perform a shrinking radial homotopy H(v, `, t, s) that simply takes a point
(v, `, t) to (λ(s)v, `, λ(s)t) where s is the homotopy parameter and λ(s) is a decreasing scalar
valued function which guarantees that the homotopy takes U(rmax) to U(rx − δ) for some
δ ∈ (0, rx). We now take a direct radial path σ from x to the image of x under this initial
shrinking homotopy. Clearly, the entrance path α ′ := σ ∗ α is equivalent to α. We now
apply another radial shrinking homotopy that is constant outside of U(rx−
δ
4
) and takes all
points inside the closure of U(rx−
3δ
4
) to the point y. This homotopy has the effect of taking
points in U with distances in the interval (rx −
3δ
4
, rx −
δ
4
) homeomorphically onto points
with distances in the interval (0, rx −
δ
4
). Moreover this defines a homotopy rel endpoints
between α ′ and an entrance path β that stays in the stratum containing x up until the last
moment when it finally enters the point y. This homotopy is also transparently a homotopy
that is a finite composition of elementary relations. See Figure 2 for a cartoon sketch of this
proof.
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We now recall the following classical technical lemma, which will be useful in proving
Proposition 4.11 and Theorem 6.1.
Lemma 4.10: [11, Theorem 15.4] Let X be a triangulable compact space and O an open
covering. Then there is a triangulation T of X such that every simplex in T lies in an element
of O.
Proposition 4.11: Suppose (X, S) is a CS set with a unique stratum X. Then the category
Ent(X, S) is equivalent to the fundamental groupoid pi1(X).
Proof. Recall the fundamental groupoid has points as objects and homotopy classes of paths
as morphisms. Thus any path is an entrance path. Moreover, any two equivalent entrance
paths are homotopic by definition of an equivalence. It remains to be seen that every
homotopy H : I2 → X that is constant on Hs(0) and Hs(1) is an equivalence of entrance
paths. A cover of X by open balls (i.e. basic opens) lifts to an open cover O of I2. By
Lemma 4.10, there is a triangulation of I2 such that each triangle maps to an open ball in
the covering. Thus H0 and H1 are equivalent entrance paths.
Definition 4.12: A representation of the entrance path category is a functor F :
Ent(X, S) → Ω. When Ent(X, S) is equivalent to the fundamental groupoid pi1(X), we call
such a representation a local system. A morphism φ : F→ G between two representations
is a natural transformation of functors. Let
[
Ent(X, S),Ω
]
be the category of representations
of Ent(X, S).
A morphism φ : F → G between two representations of the entrance path category
restricts to a morphism of local systems over each stratum. This is because for each stratum
S ∈ S , Ent(X, S) restricted to S is the fundamental groupoid of S. Furthermore, for each
pair of points s1, s2 ∈ S and any homotopy class of paths α : s1 → s2, the following diagram
commutes:
F(s1)
F(α)
∼=
//
φ(s1)

F(s2)
φ(s2)

G(s1)
G(β)
∼= // G(s2).
5 van Kampen
The van Kampen theorem is best thought of as a proof that certain topological constructions
are actually cosheaves. In this section, we prove the van Kampen theorem for the entrance
path category, which will be key in proving that constructible cosheaves and representations
of the entrance path category are the same. The fact that representations of the entrance
path category, along with their colimits, satisfy the cosheaf axiom is detailed in Section 5.1.
Let Cat be the category of small categories. Recall that Cat has colimits.
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Definition 5.1: Let Ent : Strat→ Cat be the functor that assigns to each stratified space
(X, S) the entrance path category Ent(X, S) and to each stratum-preserving map f : (Y, T )→
(X, S) the induced functor Ent(f) : Ent(Y, T )→ Ent(X, S).
Since every open set in a stratified space inherits the structure of a stratified space, we
have associated to a CS set X a functor Open(X) → Strat that takes U to Ent(U, SU). By
post-composing this functor with Ent : Strat → Cat, we can think of the entrance path
construction on X as a pre-cosheaf of categories. The van Kampen theorem says that this
construction is actually a cosheaf.
Theorem 5.2 (van Kampen): For a CS set (X, S) and any complete cover U of X, the
universal functor colim Ent|U → Ent(X, S) is an isomorphism.
Proof. Let
{
Fi : Ent(Ui, Si) → Ent(X, S)
}
be the set of functors induced by the inclusion
(Ui, Si) ⊆ (X, S), over all Ui ∈ U. For each pair Ui ⊆ Uj, the following diagram commutes
in Cat:
Ent(Ui, Si)
Fi ''
Ent
(
(Ui,Si)⊆(Uj,Sj)
)
// Ent(Uj, Sj)
Fjww
Ent(X, S).
The set of functors {Fi} is a co-cone from the diagram Ent|U in Cat. We aim to show that
this co-cone is initial and hence satisfies the universal property of the colimit. To this end,
let {
Gi : Ent(Ui, Si)→ C
}
be any second co-cone from Ent|U. We need to show there is a unique functor Q : Ent(X, S)→
C such that for each Ui ∈ U, the following diagram commutes,
Ent(Ui, Si)
Fi
ww
Gi
$$
Ent(X, S)
Q
// C.
which would then complete the proof.
If such a functor Q exists, then Q(x) must be Gi(x) for every Ui ∈ U containing x. If
x ∈ Ui ∩Uj, then there is a Uk ∈ U such that x ∈ Uk ⊆ Ui ∩Uj. We have Gi(x) = Gk(x) =
Gj(x). For any x ∈ X, let Q(x) := Gi(x) where Ui is any open set in U containing x.
We now define Q on the morphisms of Ent(X, S). Suppose an entrance path α lies entirely
in an element Ui ∈ U. Then let Q(α) := Gi(α). Now consider an arbitrary entrance path
α. By compactness of I, α can be written as a finite composition α = αn ∗ · · · ∗ α1, where
each αi lies in some element of U. Let Q(α) := Q(αn) ◦ · · · ◦ Q(α1). This assignment is
independent of the refinement of α as any two refinements have a common refinement.
We now check that Q sends an equivalence class of entrance paths to the same morphism.
It suffices to check that for every elementary homotopy α ⇒ β, we have Q(α) = Q(β); see
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Definition 4.3 for a reminder. Let x = α(0) = β(0) and y = α(1) = β(1). Recall the map
h : ∆ → (X, S) in the definition of an elementary homotopy. One of the requirements on
h is that the point y = h(v2) has a basic open neighborhood U that contains the image of
h. Suppose U ⊆ Ui for some Ui ∈ U. Then α = β in Ent(Ui, Si) implying Q(α) = Q(β).
Suppose there is no Ui /∈ U such that U ⊆ Ui. Then we must subdivide ∆ to ∆ ′ so that
the following condition is satisfied. Write each triangle σ ∈ ∆ ′ as [σ0,σ1,σ2] where σ2 is the
vertex that maps to the lowest dimensional stratum of S interesting h(σ). We require that
h(σ) has a basic open neighborhood B ∈ Basic(X, S) such that B ⊆ Ui for some Ui ∈ U.
This is possible because B is locally cone-like and can be shrunk to fit inside any cover
element U and also by possibly applying Lemma 4.10. We may now write α⇒ β as a finite
sequence of elementary relations where each elementary homotopy happens inside a basic
open contained in an element of U. We have F(α) = F(β).
5.1 Cosheaves of Representations
In this section we show that representations of the entrance path category, as well as their
colimits, form cosheaves in a natural way. First we introduce the category of representations
of a stratified space (X, S).
Definition 5.3: Associated to each stratified space (X, S) is a category of representations
valued in Ω, written RΩ(X, S). The objects and morphisms are as follows:
• An object in RΩ(X, S) consists of a pair (U,F) where U is open set in X and F :
Ent(U, SU)→ Ω is a representation of the restriction of the entrance path category of
X to U.
• A morphism in RΩ(X, S) from (U,F) to (V ,G) consists of the inclusion relation U ⊆ V
as well as a natural transformation F⇒ G|U.
We write R when Ω and (X, S) are clear from context.
Definition 5.4: We say a functor Q : Open(X) → R is a consistent assignment of
representations if whenever U ⊆ V the induced morphism between representations
Q(U ⊆ V) = (U ⊆ V , id : Q(U)⇒ Q(V)|U)
specifies the identity natural transformation in the second slot.
Lemma 5.5: If Q : Open(X)→ R is a consistent assignment of representations, then Q is
a cosheaf valued in R.
Proof. First we note that R has small colimits because it has coequalizers and coproducts;
the existence of coequalizers follows because pointwise the coequalizer of two natural trans-
formations is a coequalizer in Ω, which is a bi-complete category.
We note that it suffices to prove the cosheaf axiom for complete covers of X, since we
can always replace X with an open set U, and repeat the argument below in that setting.
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Let U be a complete cover of X, we need to show that Q(X) satisfies the universal property
of the colimit in R. First we note that any co-cone to Q|U must define a representation of
Ent(X, S) because U is a complete cover and includes every point of X. Now given any co-
cone G : Ent(X, S) → Ω to Q|U, we produce a unique natural transformation η : Q(X) ⇒ G
as follows. Since each point x ∈ X is contained in some cover element U ∈ U, we can
define η(x) : Q(X)(x) → G(x) to be ηU(x) : Q(U)(x) → G(x), where ηU is the natural
transformation from Q(U) → G|U given by the co-cone. Notice that if x ∈ V ⊆ U then
the hypothesis that Q(U)|V = Q(V) implies that ηV(x) = ηU(x), so pointwise this natural
transformation η is well-defined.
To prove that η is actually a natural transformation, we use the proof of Theorem 5.2
to replace an entrance path α : x → y with a composition of entrance paths αn ∗ · · · ∗ α1,
where each αi is contained in some element Ui of the cover U. Since each ηUi is a natural
transformation each of the subsquares in the following diagram commutes.
Q(X)(x) Q(X)(x1) · · · Q(X)(xn−1) Q(X)(y)
G(x) G(x1) · · · G(xn−1) G(y)
Q(α1)
ηU1(x) ηU1(x1)
Q(αn)
ηUn(xn−1) ηUn(y)
G(α1) G(αn)
This proves that η : Q(X)⇒ G is a natural transformation, which completes the proof.
We now show that if we have a consistent assignment of representations, then replacing
each representation with its colimit defines a cosheaf valued in Ω. To do this we introduce
some more notation and a preparatory lemma.
Let L : R→ Ω be the functor that assigns to each representation F : Ent(U, SU)→ Ω its
colimit in Ω. Let R : Ω → R be the functor that takes each object a in Ω to the constant
functor A : Ent(X, S)→ Ω with value a and which takes a morphism from a to b in Ω to the
obviously associated natural transformation from A to B. These participate in the following
diagram of categories and functors:
R Ω
L
R
Lemma 5.6: The functor L is left adjoint to R.
Proof. Recall that for any category C, 1C is the identity functor on C. We construct the unit
 : L ◦R⇒ 1Ω as follows: Note that for any object a in Ω, the universal morphism given by
the colimit L ◦R(a)→ 1Ω(a) defines (a). Moreover, whenever we have a morphism a→ b
in Ω the following square commutes.
L ◦ R(a) L ◦ R(b)
a b
(a) (b)
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Now for any open set U ⊆ X and a functor F : Ent(U, SU) → Ω, we have universal
morphism 1R(F)→ R ◦ L(F). This gives us the counit η : 1R ⇒ R ◦ L. One can easily check
the commutativity of the following diagrams:
L LRL R RLR
L R
Lη
L
L
ηR
R
R
Therefore L is left adjoint to R.
Lemma 5.7: Let Q : Open(X) → R be a consistent assignment of representations, as
defined in Definition 5.4. Let L ◦Q : Open(X)→ Ω be the functor that assigns to each open
U the colimit of Q(U) : Ent(U, SU)→ Ω. The pre-cosheaf L ◦ Q is a cosheaf.
Proof. Suppose U is a complete cover of an open set U. We need to show that the universal
morphism
colim L ◦ Q|U → L ◦ Q(U)
is an isomorphism. By Lemma 5.6, we know that L is a left adjoint and hence commutes
with colimits so the map
colim L ◦ Q|U → L(colim Q|U)
is an isomorphism. Moreover, by Lemma 5.5 we know that colim Q|U → Q(U) is an isomor-
phism as well. Post-composing this map with L and using the fact that functors preserve
isomorphisms, we have that the desired composition
colim L ◦ Q|U → L(colim Q|U)→ L(Q(U)) = L ◦ Q(U)
is an isomorphism as well.
6 Equivalence
In this section we prove the main equivalence of this paper, which was originally observed
by Robert MacPherson. We recall the basic ingredients of this equivalence. Given a CS
set (X, S) we have the notion of an S -constructible cosheaf given in Definition 3.8 and a
representation of the entrance path category given in Definition 4.12. These are the objects
of the categories CshΩ(X, S) and
[
Ent(X, S),Ω
]
. The main theorem of this paper is that
these two categories are equivalent.
Theorem 6.1 (Classification): CshΩ(X, S) is equivalent to
[
Ent(X, S),Ω
]
.
Proof. Recall that the category CshΩ(X, S) is adjoint equivalent to the category
[
Ent(X, S),Ω
]
if there are functors
I : CshΩ(X, S)→
[
Ent(X, S),Ω
]
J :
[
Ent(X, S),Ω
]→ CshΩ(X, S)
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and natural isomorphisms
 : J ◦ I⇒ idCshΩ(X,S) η : id[Ent(X,S),Ω] ⇒ I ◦ J.
The natural transformation  being the co-unit of the adjunction and the natural transfor-
mation η being the unit. We now construct this adjoint equivalence.
Construction of I. We start with I. Fix an S -constructible cosheaf F. Recall that F(x)
is the costalk of F at the point x ∈ X. On objects x ∈ Ent(X, S), let
I(F)(x) := F(x).
To describe how I(F) acts on an entrance path α : x → y we describe how it acts on an
entrance path α : (I, T )→ (X, S) that intersects only two strata in the following way:
∃S1,S2 ∈ S s.t. α([0, 1)) ⊆ S1 and α(1) = y ∈ S2
We further require that there is a basic open U whose cone point is α(1) = y that contains
α(0) = x. Note that we allow the possibility that S1 = S2. Regardless, we have the diagram
F(x) F(U) F(y),∼=
which allows us to define I(F)(α) := F−1(y ∈ U) ◦ F(x ∈ U). This morphism I(F)(α) is
well-defined because if we selected a different basic open U ⊆ V whose cone point was also
α(1) = y, then we have the following commutative diagram:
F(V)
F(x) F(y)
F(U)
∼=
∼=
F(U⊆V) ∼=
Finally, we note that any entrance path is equivalent to a composition of entrance paths with
the above properties so we may inductively apply this procedure to define the morphism
associated to any entrance path. The morphism will be a zig-zag of costalk maps, where
left-pointing arrows are isomorphisms.
To show that this definition is invariant under our equivalence relation it suffices to check
this on an elementary homotopy. Consider an elementary homotopy α ⇒ β and recall the
associated map h : ∆ → (X, S) from Definition 4.3. The image h(v2) of the vertex v2 ∈ ∆
under h has a basic open neighborhood U2 ∈ Basic(X, S) that contains the entire image of
h. This allows us to define the morphisms
I(F)(α) : F(α(0))→ F(α(1)) and I(F)(α) : F(β(0))→ F(β(1))
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quite simply as the following composition:
F(α(0)) = F(β(0))
F(α(0)∈U2) // F(U2)
F−1(α(1)∈U2)
∼=
// F(α(1)) = F(β(1)).
By construction, I(F)(α) = I(F)(β) whenever α ⇒ β. Thus for any two entrance paths α
and β such that α ≈ β, we have I(F)(α) = I(F)(β).
A cosheaf morphism φ : F → G induces a canonical morphism I(φ) : I(F) → I(G) by
virtue of the fact that a map of cosheaves is a natural transformation indexed by open sets
of X, which in turn induces maps on the level of costalks. To check that that the morphism
I(φ) is a natural transformation of representations, we observe that the morphism associated
to an entrance path is determined by a cover of the entrance path by basic opens, where φ
already defines a natural transformation.
Construction of J. Now we construct J. Fix a functor F : Ent(X, S)→ Ω. For each open
U ⊆ X, let
J(F)(U) := colim F|U.
For open sets V ⊆ U,
J(F)(V ⊆ U) : J(F)(V)→ J(F)(U)
is the universal morphism between the two colimits. We now check that J(F) satisfies the
two axioms of an S -constructible cosheaf.
• Let U ⊆ V be a pair in Basic(X, S) associated to some common stratum S ∈ S . Choose
a point x ∈ U ∩ V ∩ S. By Proposition 4.9, such a point is a terminal object in both
Ent(U, SU) and Ent(V , SV) so the natural map
F(x) ∼= colim F|Ent(U,SU) → colim F|Ent(V ,SV) ∼= F(x)
is an isomorphism, hence J(F)(U ⊆ V) an isomorphism. This proves S -constructibility.
• To prove the cosheaf axiom, we note that associated to F : Ent(X, S) → Ω we have a
consistent set of representations Q, in the sense of Definition 5.4, where Q(U) = F|U.
The functor J(F) is exactly the composition L ◦ Q described in Lemma 5.7, where it
was proven to satisfy the cosheaf axiom.
Construction of . We now define the co-unit  on the set of basic opens Basic(X, S)
from which  extends to all of Open(X). Fix a constructible cosheaf F and a basic open
U ∈ Basic(X, S). Suppose U is associated to a stratum S ∈ S and choose a point x ∈ U ∩ S.
Constructibility implies that the morphism F(x ∈ U) : F(x)→ F(U) is an isomorphism. The
associated representation of the entrance path category I(F)(x) := F(x) is turned back into
a cosheaf by taking the colimit of I(F)|U. That is to say
J ◦ I(F)(U) := colim I(F)|U.
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Since Proposition 4.9 shows that x ∈ Ent(U, SU) is terminal, and since the colimit of a
diagram with a terminal object is just the value associated to that object, we know that
the universal map z : J ◦ I(F)(U) → I(F)(x) is an isomorphism. Postcomposing z with the
isomorphism from the costalk F(x ∈ U) yields our unit
(F)(U) : J ◦ I(F)(U)→ I(F)(x) := F(x)→ F(U),
which written equationally is F(x ∈ U) ◦ z – a composition of isomorphisms. Note that
(F)(U) is independent of the choice of x because for any second point x ′ ∈ U ∩ S, there is
a single equivalence class of entrance paths from one to the other, again by Proposition 4.9.
Since all the morphisms involved are all universal, it follows that for any pair of basic
opens U ⊆ V , the following diagram commutes:
J ◦ I(F)(U) J◦I(F)(U⊆V)//
(F)(U) ∼=

J ◦ I(F)(V)
(F)(V)∼=

F(U)
F(U⊆V) // F(V).
Moreover, every cosheaf morphism φ : F → G, induces cosheaf morphisms making the
following diagram commute:
J ◦ I(F)
(F)

J◦I(φ) // J ◦ I(G)
(G)

F
φ // G.
Construction of η. We now define the unit η on points of X and elementary homotopies.
Fix a functor F : Ent(X, S)→ Ω. Recall that J(F) is a constructible cosheaf. I◦J(F)(x) is then
defined as the inverse limit of J(F) over all open sets containing x. Note that the collection of
basic opens containing x forms an intial subsequence, so restricting the limit to basic opens
yields an isomorphic inverse limit. Let U be any basic open neighborhood of x. As we saw
in the construction of  above, there is a universal arrow zU : J(F)(U) := colim F|U → F(x)
that is also an isomorphism. The collection of arrows {z−1U : F(x)→ J(F)(U)} ranging over all
basic opens U containing x defines a cone to the restriction of J(F) to basic opens containing
x. Define
η(F)(x) : F(x)→ I ◦ J(F)(x)
to be the unique map from F(x) to the inverse limit I◦J(F)(x) guaranteed by universal prop-
erties. This definition of the unit further guarantees that whenever we have an elementary
homotopy α⇒ β, the following diagram commutes:
F(x)
F(α=β) //
η(F)(x) ∼=

F(x ′)
η(F)(x ′)∼=

I ◦ J(F)(x) I◦J(F)(α=β)// I ◦ J(F)(x ′).
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A morphism in ψ : F→ G in [Ent(X, S),Ω] induces the following commutative diagram:
F
ψ //
η(F)

G
η(G)

I ◦ J(F) I◦J(ψ) // I ◦ J(G).
Corollary 6.2: Suppose (X, S) is a CS set with a unique stratum X. Then the category
of locally constant cosheaves LocΩ(X) is equivalent to
[
pi1(X),Ω
]
.
Example 6.3: Suppose X = R is stratified into n vertices and n + 1 open intervals. If
F : Open(R) → Ω is a constructible cosheaf, then Theorem 6.1 implies that F is equivalent
to a functor F˜ : Ent(R, S)→ Ω, which by Example 4.7 is equivalent to a functor modeled on
the associated zig-zag category Z:
F˜|Z : F˜(y0)→ F˜(x1)← F˜(y1)→ · · · ← F˜(yn−1)→ F˜(xn)← F˜(yn).
If Ω = Vec, the functor F˜|Z defines a zigzag module, see [2]. Our classification theorem
implies that the category of (R, S)-constructible cosheaves valued in Vec are equivalent to
the category of zigzag modules.
Remark 6.4: We continue Example 6.3 to obtain a finer classification of (R, S)-constructible
cosheaves valued in Vec. We refer to any connected full subcategory I of the zig-zag category
Z as an interval category. Here, connected means that any two objects in I can be reached
via a sequence of morphisms in I. A functor Ik : Z → Vec that is constant with value k on
I and 0 outside of I is called an interval module. A theorem of Gabriel [6] implies that
every functor F : Z → Vec can be expressed uniquely as a direct sum of interval modules.
We note that since each object in the interval category I determines a stratum in (R, S), we
can associate to I a topological interval in R by taking the union of the strata specified by I.
For instance, if (R, S) has at least five strata, then the interval category x1 ← y1 determines
the topological interval [x1, x2). Theorem 6.1, Example 4.7, and Gabriel’s Theorem together
imply that every (R, S)-constructible cosheaf valued in Vec can be expressed uniquely as a
direct sum of indecomposable cosheaves supported on intervals of four types: open, closed,
half-open on the left, and half-open on the right.
Example 6.5: Consider the Whitney cusp
f : R2 → R2 f(x,y) := (xy− x3,y).
The importance of such a map was illustrated by Whitney [16], who showed that cusps and
folds are the only singularities that appear for structurally stable maps from the plane to
the plane. The cusp singularity introduces a zero-dimensional stratum and the two fold
singularities introduce two one-dimensional strata in the codomain of f. The complement
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Figure 3: Studying a map with a cusp and two folds using the Entrance Path Category
of these strata define the two two-dimensional strata; see the left part of Figure 3. Let
F : Ent(R2, S) → Vec be the functor that assigns to each point x ∈ R2, the homology
group H0
(
f−1(x)
)
. Given an entrance path α in (R2, S) and a point y ∈ f−1(α(0)), f
lifts α to a path starting at y. If two entrance paths α and β are equivalent in (R2, S)
and a point y ∈ f−1(α(0) = β(0)) is given, then both lift to homotopic paths in the
domain of f starting at y. Thus an entrance path α in (R, S) induces a well defined map
F(α) : F
(
α(0)
) → F(α(1)). By picking a representative point from each of the five strata
described above, we obtain a subcategory Q of Ent(R2, S) with five objects. Since each
stratum is simply connected one can see that Q is equivalent to Ent(R2, S). This greatly
simplifies the description of the cosheaf F.
7 Stratified Coverings
Now we describe how for Ω = Set, a constructible cosheaf is equivalent to a stratified
covering. We fix an n-dimensional stratified space (X, S). Recall that the set of strata S is
a poset where S ′ < S if S ′ ⊆ S and S 6= S ′.
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Definition 7.1: A stratum-preserving map f : (Y, T ) → (X, S) is a stratified covering
of (X, S) if the following holds:
• For each stratum S ∈ S , either the pre-image f−1(S) is empty or the restriction f|S :
f−1(S)→ S of f is a covering space.
• If f takes T ∈ T to S ∈ S and there is an S ′ ∈ S such that S ′ < S, then there is a
T ′ ∈ T such that T ′ < T and f takes T ′ to S ′.
A morphism from a stratified covering f : (Y, T ) → (X, S) to a stratified covering f ′ :
(Y ′, T ′)→ (X, S) is a stratum preserving map µ : (Y, T )→ (Y ′, T ′) such that f = f ′ ◦µ. Let
Cov(X, S) be the category of stratified coverings of (X, S).
Example 7.2: Let f : M → R be a Morse function on a compact manifold M. Consider
the equivalence relation on M that identifies x,y ∈ M if and only if there exists a v ∈ R
with f(x) = f(y) = v and if there exists a path γ : [0, 1] → f−1(v) with γ(0) = x and
γ(1) = y. Denote the quotient space of M by this equivalence relation M¯. Since the map f
factors through the equivalence relation, we obtain the Reeb graph f¯ : M¯→ R, which is a
stratified covering of R.
Example 7.3: Suppose X = C is stratified into two strata S = C− {0} and S ′ = {0}. The
map f(z) = zn defines a stratified covering f : (X, S)→ (X, S).
Example 7.4: The map considered in Example 6.5 is also a stratified covering of the plane.
The definition of a stratified covering implies the following technical lemma.
Lemma 7.5: Given a stratified covering f : (Y, T ) → (X, S) and a basic open U ∈
Basic(X, S), the pre-image f−1(U) is either empty or a disjoint union of basic opens in
Basic(Y, S).
Proof. Fix a point x in a d-dimensional stratum S and a basic open neighborhood Ux of x.
Suppose there is no y such that f(y) = x. The first property of a stratified covering
implies that f−1(Ux ∩S) is empty and hence there is no T ∈ T such that f(T) = S. Consider
a stratum S ′ > S that intersects Ux. The pre-image f−1(Ux ∩ S ′) must also be empty,
because otherwise that would contradict the second property of a stratified covering. This
implies that f−1(Ux) is empty.
Suppose there is a y ∈ Y such that f(y) = x. Recall that we have a filtration-preserving
homeomorphism hx : Rd×C(Lx)→ Ux. Consider a point of the form x ′ = hx(0,p, 1). This
point has a path passing through it by letting γx ′(t) = hx(0,p, t) range over all values t > 0.
This path is contained in a unique stratum S ′. The first property of a stratified covering
implies that this path either has empty pre-image or a set of lifts γ¯y
′
x ′ (t) indexed by the fiber
y ′ ∈ f−1(x ′). By continuity and the second property of a stratified covering, the limit of
γ¯y
′
x ′ (t) as t tends to 0 exists. Let
C(L¯yx) =
⋃
x ′∈hx
(
0,(Lx,1)
)
{
γ¯y
′
x ′ (t)
∣∣∣ lim
t→0
γ¯y
′
x ′ (t) = y
}
∪ {y}.
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Note that the filtration of hx
(
0, (Lx, 1)
)
∼= Lx defines a filtration of C(L¯
y
x) as well. By
considering similar paths passing through each point of the form x ′′ = hx(v,p, 1) where v
ranges over Rd we see that
f−1(Ux) ∼=
⋃
y∈f−1(x)
Rd × C(L¯yx)
is a disjoint union of basic opens in Y.
We will now show that an S -constructible cosheaf F : Open(X) → Set is equivalent to a
stratified covering f : (Y, T ) → (X, S). Roughly speaking, each fiber f−1(x) is the costalk
F(x) and each F(U) is pi0(f
−1(U)).
Theorem 7.6: Cov(X, S) is equivalent to
[
Ent(X, S), Set
]
.
Proof. We construct two functors
I : Cov(X, S)→ [Ent(X, S), Set]
J :
[
Ent(X, S), Set
]→ Cov(X, S)
such that J ◦ I is naturally isomorphic to the identity functor on Cov(X, S) and I ◦ J is
naturally isomorphic to the identity functor on
[
Ent(X, S), Set
]
.
Construction of I. Fix a stratified covering f : (Y, T )→ (X, S). For each point x ∈ X we
let I(f)(x) := f−1(x). For an entrance path α : x ′ → x in (X, S) that starts at x ′ and ends at
x we observe that each point y ′ ∈ f−1(x ′) specifies a lift of α to an entrance path in (Y, T )
starting at y ′ and ending at a point in f−1(x). Consequently, the entrance path α induces a
map of sets
I(f)(α : x ′ → x) : I(f)(x ′)→ I(f)(x).
Moreover, an elementary homotopy α⇒ β lifts to a collection of elementary homotopies in
(Y, T ) thereby making I(f)(α) = I(f)(β).
Construction of J. Given a representation F : Ent(X, S)→ Set, we construct a stratified
covering f : (Y, T ) → (X, S). As a set, let Y := ⊔x∈X F(x) and let f : Y → X be the natural
projection map. Now we topologize Y. Recall from Proposition 4.9 that for any x ∈ X and
any basic open neighborhood Ux of x, any two entrance paths in Ux with a common starting
point x ′ that end at x are equivalent. Consequently, for each point x ∈ X and for each basic
open neighborhood Ux of x, and each y ∈ F(x), let
U¯yx :=
⋃
x ′∈Ux
{
y ′ ∈ F(x ′)
∣∣∣ F(α : x ′ → x)(y ′) = y}.
Here αx : x
′ → x is any entrance path in Ux starting at x ′ and ending at x. The set
{
U¯yx
}
over all x ∈ X, Ux, and y ∈ F(x) forms the basis for the topology on Y. The projection
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f : Y → X is now a continuous map. We now put on Y the structure of a stratified space
(Y, T ) so that f : (Y, T ) → (X, S) is a stratified covering. By setting Yd = f−1(Xd), the
n-step filtration of X defines an n-step filtration of Y. We check that that this filtration
satisfies the properties of Definition 2.7. Consider a point y ∈ Yd − Yd−1 and let
L¯yx =
⋃
x ′∈hx
(
0,(Lx,1)
)
{
y ′ ∈ F(x ′)
∣∣∣ F(α : x ′ → x)(y ′) = y}
where hx : Rd×C(Lx)→ Ux is the filtration-preserving homeomorphism that coordinatizes
Ux. Note that L¯
y
x has an (n − d − 1)-step filtration because Lx does. If S is the stratum
containing x = f(y), then F(αxx ′) is an isomorphism for each x
′ ∈ S∩Ux. This means that f
restricts to a homeomorphism U¯yx ∩ f−1(S) → S ∩Ux ∼= Rd making f a covering space over
each stratum in S . Finally, observe that if x ′ = hx(v,p, 1) is in a stratum S ′, then any point
x ′′ = hx(v,p, t) is also in S ′ for all t > 0. We have
U¯yx
∼= Rd × C(L¯yx),
thereby proving that Y is a stratified space. To check the second property of a stratified
covering, suppose that S ′ < S. Let α be any entrance path from a point x ∈ S to a point
x ′ ∈ S ′. If f−1(x) 6= ∅, then f−1(x ′) 6= ∅ because of the set map F(α).
Construction of η. We now prove that the unit η : idCov → J ◦ I of this adjunction is
a natural isomorphism. The unit is defined as follows: given a stratified cover f : (Y, T ) →
(X, S) and any point x ∈ X we have, by construction, f−1(x) = (J ◦ I(f))−1(x). Also by
construction, the basic opens of J ◦ I(f) are in bijection with basic opens of (Y, T ) thereby
we have a canonical stratum-preserving homeomorphism η(f).
Construction of . We now prove the co-unit  : I ◦ J → idCsh of this adjunction is
a natural isomorphism. The counit is defined as follows: given a constructible cosheaf
F : Ent(X, S) → Set and any point x ∈ X, the fiber of I ◦ J(F) over x is equal to F(x). Fur-
thermore, an elementary homotopy between entrance paths in Ent(X, S) lifts to a collection
of elementary homotopies between entrance paths in J(F) implying I ◦ J(F) = F.
Corollary 7.7: Cov(X, S) is equivalent to CshSet(X, S).
Remark 7.8: When S consists of a single stratum, namely all of X, Theorem 7.6 restricts
to the classical classification of covering spaces over a manifold.
Remark 7.9: Theorem 7.6 and Corollary 7.7 together generalize the categorification of
Reeb graphs developed in [4], which was concerned with the case X = R.
As an application of Corollary 7.7, we study stratified covers over the complex plane
stratified into two strata.
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Example 7.10: Suppose X = C is stratified into two strata S = C − {0} and S ′ = {0}.
Let x ∈ S. In view of Example 4.8, a functor F : Ent(X, S) → Set is determined by two
sets F(x) and F(0), a permutation F(σ) : F(x) → F(x), and a map F(α) : F(x) → F(0),
where F(α) ◦ F(σ) = F(α). The sets F(x) and F(0) define the fibers f−1(x) and f−1(0) of a
stratified cover. The morphism F(α) defines the specialization map from f−1(x) to f−1(0).
The condition that F(α) ◦ F(σ) = F(α) implies that if two points in the fiber f−1(x) are
related by a deck transformation, then they must specialize to the same element of f−1(0).
In particular, the only connected stratified covers of (X, S) are those of the form zn.
8 Simplicial Refinements
We use the notation |K| to refer to the geometric realization of an abstract simplicial complex
K. If σ ∈ K is a d-simplex, then we let |σ| denote the interior of the associated geometric
d-simplex, which we call a cell. To simplify notation, a cell |σ| may be referred to by its
label σ. Recall that every cell |σ| is homeomorphic to some Rd. More generally, if L is a
subset of K, then |L| will refer to the union of the cells appearing in L. We use the notation
(|K|,K) to refer to the space |K| and its set of simplices K. The set K is partially ordered by
declaring σ 6 τ if and only if the inclusion σ ⊆ τ of vertex sets holds, e.g. [1] 6 [1, 2].
We recall some basic definitions that are valid for an arbitrary poset. The star of σ,
written stσ, is the set of simplices τ such that σ 6 τ. The closure of a simplex σ, written
clσ, is the set of simplices γ such that γ 6 σ. More generally, if L is a subset of K, then stL
is the union of the stars of simplices in L and clL is the union of the closures of simplices
in L. The link of a simplex σ, written lkσ is cl stσ − st clσ. The join of two simplices σ
and σ ′, if it exists, is the minimal simplex τ in K such that σ 6 τ > σ ′. It is a fact that
in a simplicial complex cl stσ is the union of the joins of every simplex in clσ with every
simplex in lkσ. Topologically, this makes stσ homeomorphic to Rd × C(lkσ), where d is
the dimension of σ and C
(
lkσ
)
is the open cone on the link. A simplicial complex is locally
finite if for every cell σ, lkσ is finite.
Proposition 8.1: Suppose (|K|,K) is a locally finite simplicial complex. Filtering |K| by
its skeleta makes the pair (|K|,K) into a CS set. Moreover, if (|L|,L) is a closed subcomplex
of (|K|,K), then the difference (|K|− |L|,K− L) is a CS set.
Proof. The strata of (|K|,K) are indexed by the cells {σ}σ∈K. If x is in a d-dimensional cell σ,
then the open star stσ is a neighborhood Ux such that Ux ∼= Rd×C(lkσ), as observed above.
Since (|K|,K) is locally finite the space lkσ is compact for every σ. Note that if σ ∈ K − L,
then the definition of lkσ should be regarded as if L was still present in K. Thus removing a
closed cell does not effect the structure of a basic open of a point in an unremoved cell.
Proposition 8.2: Suppose (|K|,K) is a locally finite simplicial complex. Then the set{
stσ
}
σ∈K is a complete covering of (|K|,K).
Proof. We have
⋃
σ∈K stσ = |K| and each non-empty finite intersection stσ1 ∩ · · · ∩ stσn is
equal to st τ, for some simplex τ.
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Definition 8.3: A simplicial refinement of a CS set (X, S) is a CS set (X, T ) satisfying
the following two properties:
• Each stratum in T is contained in a stratum of S .
• (X, T ) is isomorphic to a CS set of the form (|K| − |L|,K − L), for a suitable pair of
locally finite simplicial complexes (|L|,L) ⊆ (|K|,K).
Example 8.4: Any stratification of R is a simplicial refinement.
Example 8.5: Suppose (X, S) is C stratified into the origin {0} and its complement. The
minimal simplicial refinement of (X, S) has 3 two-cells and 3 one-cells.
We now define a category associated to a simplicial refinement of a CS set.
Definition 8.6: The combinatorial entrance path category EntT (X, S) associated to
a simplicial refinement (X, T ) of (X, S) is the category whose objects are the cells σ ∈ T ,
with morphisms τ→ σ whenever σ is a face of τ. Moreover, if σ and τ both refine a common
stratum S ∈ S , then we require that the morphism τ→ σ be invertible.
Example 8.7: Since any stratification (R, S) is already simplicial, the combinatorial en-
trance path category EntS(X, S) is equivalent to the zigzag category introduced in Exam-
ple 4.7.
Theorem 8.8: If (X, T ) is a simplicial refinement of (X, S), then the categories EntT (X, S)
and Ent(X, S) are equivalent.
Proof. We construct two functors
I : EntT (X, S)→ Ent(X, S) and J : Ent(X, S)→ EntT (X, S)
so that J◦I is naturally isomorphic to the identity functor on EntT (X, S) and I◦J is naturally
isomorphic to the identity functor on Ent(X, S).
Construction of I. To each simplex σ ∈ T we associate its barycenter in X. Every
morphism in EntT (X, S) can be represented as a sequence of face relations, which potentially
alternate as follows.
σ1 > σ1 > σ2 6 σ3 · · · > σN
For an adjacent pair of the form σi > σi+1 we assign the barycenter path—this is the path
that follows the 1-simplex in the barycentric subdivision of T connecting the barycenter of σi
to the barycenter of σi+1. Note that this is automatically an entrance path. Recall that when
reading the zig-zag above from left to right, an adjacent pair of the form σi 6 σi+1 indicates
that the two simplices refine a common stratum S ∈ S . Consequently, the barycenter path
connecting these two barycenters is an entrance path. The concatenation of the barycenter
paths defines the entrance path associated to the above zig-zag. To check that this actually
defines a functor, consider a sequence σ1 > σ2 > σ3. In EntT (X, S), this sequence of face
relations is equal to σ1 > σ3. The concatenation of the barycenter paths that go from σ1 to
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σ2 and then to σ3 is clearly elementarily related to the barycenter path connecting σ1 to σ3.
Thus I is a functor.
Construction of J. To a point x ∈ X, we assign the unique simplex σ ∈ T containing x.
To an entrance path α : I → (X, S) we consider the cover of X given by the open stars of
each simplex U := {stσ}. By taking the inverse image of the cover U under the map α, we
obtain an open cover of the interval I, which we refine into its connected components. By
compactness we pass to a finite sub-cover over I, where we discard any open sets in the cover
that are completely contained in a larger open set in the cover. This allows us to index the
remaining finite sub-cover from left to right, where the left most open set U1 contains {0}
and the right most open set Un contains {1}. This defines a zig-zag of open stars
U1 ⊃ U1 ∩U2 ⊂ U2 ⊃ · · · ⊂ Un.
Since the non-empty intersection of two open stars in a simplicial refinement must be the
open star of some other simplex, the above sequence of open inclusions specifies a sequence of
simplices gotten by exchanging each open set with the simplex it is the open star of. Possibly
after appending the simplex containing α(0) to the beginning and the simplex containing
α(1) to the end, this defines the morphism in EntT (X, S) associated to the entrance path α.
If we had chosen a different finite subcover, we could consider the union of the two covers
and the associated sequence of simplices, which could be reduced to either of the other two
sequences by adding or skipping face relations. Moreover, to show that this construction is
invariant under an elementary relation α ⇒ β, we consider the inverse image of the open
star cover under the map h : ∆→ (X, S) and repeat the same argument as above; observing
that the diagram of simplices witnesses the equality of the two morphisms.
Construction of η. We now argue the unit η : id ⇒ I ◦ J is a natural isomorphism. On
the level of objects, I ◦ J sends a point x ∈ X to the barycenter of the simplex σ containing
x. Consequently we let the natural transformation η(x) be a path from x to the barycenter
of σ that is contained entirely within σ, which is an isomorphism in Ent(X, S). The square
id(x)
α //
η(x)

id(y)
η(y)

I ◦ J(x)
I◦J(α)
// I ◦ J(y)
commutes because the entrance path α and the concatenation of barycenter paths specified
by J(α) are equivalent.
Construction of . We now argue the counit  : J ◦ I→ id is a natural isomorphism. On
the level of objects J◦I sends a simplex σ to itself, so  is the identity natural transformation.
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Corollary 8.9: Let (X, T ) be a simplicial refinement of (X, S). Then
[
EntT (X, S),Ω
]
is
equivalent to
[
Ent(X, S),Ω
]
.
By Theorem 6.1, we have the following immediate corollary.
Corollary 8.10: The following categories are equivalent:[
EntT (X, S),Ω
] ' CshΩ(X, S)
Corollary 8.10 implies that whenever we have a simplicial refinement (X, T ) of a CS set
(X, S), one can understand a constructible cosheaf F completely as a functor from the poset
of cells T op. For instance, when Ω = Set we can explicitly build the stratified covering
associated to a functor F : T op → Set, as guaranteed by Theorem 7.6.
Example 8.11: Let (X, T ) be a simplicial refinement of (X, S). Given any functor F :
EntT (X, S)→ Set, we define the space
Y =
⊔
σ∈T
F(σ)× clσ/ ∼
where the equivalence relation is given by identifying (y ′, x ′) with (y, x) if they are related
by a diagram of the form
(y ′, x ′) ∈ F(τ)× cl τ← F(τ)× clσ→ F(σ)× clσ 3 (y, x).
Note that the map on the right comes from the fact that if σ is a face of τ, then clσ ⊆ cl τ.
The space Y along with the projection onto the second factor, is the stratified covering
associated to F.
Remark 8.12: The above construction can also be viewed as a coend of two functors.
Note that the association of σ to its closure clσ defines a functor T : EntT (X, S) → Top
where the incidence relation σ 6 τ goes to the inclusion clσ ⊆ cl τ. By viewing each set
F(σ) as a discrete space, we can regard F as a functor F : EntT (X, S)→ Top. The coend of T
with F provides a topological space Y which is easily seen to be a stratified cover of (X, T ).
Example 8.13: If f :M→ R is a Morse function on a compact manifold M, then we have
the constructible cosheaf
F : Open(R)→ Set U pi0(f−1(U)).
Recalling Example 7.2, we see that Corollary 8.11 provides an explicit construction of the
Reeb graph associated to f.
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